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Chapterr  3 

OpenSolver:: a Software Component 

Thiss chapter describes the OpenSolver software, which is used in the remain-
derr of the thesis as an experimental platform for composing constraint solvers. 
OpenSolverr can best be described as a coordination-enabled abstract branch-and-
propagatee tree search engine. It is based on the solving algorithms of Section 2.3: 
branching,, and pruning the search tree are implemented as the application of 
reductionn operators that modify the domains of variables. It is abstract in the 
sensee that its functionality is determined by software plug-ins that configure the 
basicc solving algorithms. 

Thesee plug-ins come in a number of categories, corresponding to various as-
pectss of branch-and-propagate tree search. A separate category of plug-ins covers 
thee coordination layer of the algorithm (Figure 3.1). This category is special 
inn the sense that it does not correspond to one specific aspect of Algorithm 2.1 
orr 2.2. Instead, plug-ins in this category control the execution of the solving algo-
rithms,, and facilitate the exchange of data between a solver and its environment. 

Noo component technology is used to implement the branch-and-propagate 
constraintt solving, but a major design goal was that OpenSolver itself can be used 
ass a software component in several solver cooperation schemes. This is realized 
throughh the coordination layer mechanism. In Chapters 7, 8, and 9 we will be 
lookingg at examples of larger systems, were OpenSolver is used as a software 
component. . 

3.11 Introductio n 

OpenSolverr evolved from the DICE (Distributed Constraint Environment) sys-
tem,, which we discuss in Chapter 9. DICE itself started as an implementation 
off  the coordination-based distributed constraint solver proposed by Monfroy and 
Arbabb [MonOOa, AMOO]. The original DICE system is described in [Zoe03b]. It 
iss a framework for distributed branch-and-propagate tree search, whose function-
alityy is determined by plug-ins for domain types, domain reduction functions, 
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Figuree 3.1: Plug-ins determine the actual functionality and appearance of an 
OpenSolverr instance 

andd branching and traversal strategies. Basically, in DICE every plug-in resides 
inn its own process, and in [Zoe03a] we proposed an optimization that allows an 
arbitraryy distribution of the plug-ins over a set of cooperating solvers. On the 
onee hand, OpenSolver implements the solvers of the proposed optimization. 

Onn the other hand, many of our experiments do not require distributed solv-
ing,, and we also wanted to implement an efficient sequential constraint solver. 
Moreover,, we wanted to be able to use the same plug-ins in DICE and in this se-
quentiall  solver. Therefore we decided to develop a single application, and tailor it 
towardss reuse as a software component in several environments. To a large extent 
thiss is realized by the coordination layer plug-in, which forms the interface 
betweenn OpenSolver and its environment. One plug-in configures OpenSolver as 
aa component solver of DICE, and another plug-in configures it as a stand-alone 
solver. . 

Inn addition to these two roles, the coordination layer made it very easy to 
implementt the time-out mechanism that forms the basis of the parallel con-
straintstraint solver described in Chapter 8. We also use it to implement nested 
search.search. This technique entails that the functionality of a domain reduction 
functionn involves a limited branch-and-propagate tree search. We use an almost 
autonomouss OpenSolver instance for such a DRF, and this instance interfaces 
withh another OpenSolver through a special coordination layer plug-in. Nested 
searchh is the topic of Chapter 7. 

Thee remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we de-
scribee the different categories of plug-ins related to constraint solving. Section 3.3 
describess the odd one out: the category of coordination layer plug-ins. In Sec-
tionn 3.4 we clarify some implementation aspects, including writing new plug-ins 
forr OpenSolver. 

3.22 Constraint Solving Plug-ins 

Thee following categories of plug-ins implement constraint solving: 

 domain types that implement the domains of variables. 
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(Configuration)(Configuration) —  (Statement); {(Statement);} 
(Statement)(Statement) —  (Keywords) (Identifier) IS (Identifier) (Specifier) 

|| (Keyword2) (Identifier) (Specifier) 
(Keyword3)(Keyword3) -  VARIABLE | AUX 
(Keyword2)(Keyword2) -» DRF | SCHEDULER | ANNOTATION | TDINFO 

|| FRONTIER | INTERNAL | EXPLORE | EXPAND 

(Specifier)(Specifier) -> " { " (Sinn^)" } " 

Figuree 3.2: Syntax of the OpenSolver configuration language 

 reduction operators that modify these domains, 

 schedulers of reduction operators, 

 containers of nodes of the search tree, 

 selectors that make a selection among the nodes stored in containers, 

 annotations that decorate the nodes of the search tree with extra infor-
mation,, to be used by plug-ins in some of the other categories, 

 evaluators of nodes of the search tree; these determine whether a node of 
thee search tree is a solution, failure, or internal node. 

Ann OpenSolver instance is configured through a script in a simple language that 
hass a statement for each of these categories. Program 3.1 is an example of such 
aa script, related to one the experiments in Chapter 5. 

Figuree 3.2 defines the syntax of OpenSolver configuration scripts, where {...} 
shouldd be read as "zero or more instances of the enclosed," and where "{ " and 
" } "" denote the curly bracket symbols. Each statement consists of a keyword for 
onee of the plug-in categories, plus an identifier-specifier pair. The identifier 
designatess a particular plug-in in the category of the statement, and the specifier 
stringg is used to initialize an instance of this plug-in. For the purpose of this 
mechanism,, every plug-in, in any category should be able to initialize itself from 
aa specifier string. These specifier strings can be arbitrarily complex. For example, 
inn Chapter 7 we use a plug-in that is an almost autonomous OpenSolver instance. 
Comparablee to procedure definitions in imperative programming languages, the 
specifierr string for this plug-in contains a full solver configuration. At the other 
extreme,, when given the empty string as a specifier, the plug-in for domain type 
T,T, the set of all floating-point intervals, yields a representation for the domain 
[-co,, oo] — IR. 

Thee VARIABLE and DRF statements introduce variables and their domains, and 
reductionn operators that operate on them. In addition to the identifier-specifier 
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VARIABLEE x  I S Integerlnterva l  {1..100000} ; 
VARIABLEE y  I S Integerlnterva l  {1..100000} ; 
VARIABLEE z  I S Integerlnterva l  {1..100000} ; 
VARIABLEE ob j  I S Integerlnterva l  {} ; 
AUXX aux_x 3 I S Integerlnterva l  {} ; 
AUXX aux_y 2 I S Integerlnterva l  {} ; 
AUXX aux_z 3 I S Integerlnterva l  {} ; 
AUXX aux_xly l  I S Integerlnterva l  {} ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux_x3~ l  *  (1 )  =  x" 3 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux_y2~ l  *  (1 )  =  y" 2 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux_z3~ l  *  (1 )  =  z" 3 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux.xlyl' 1 *  (1 )  =  y  *  x  } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  x" 3 *  (1 )  =  aux_x 3 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  y" 2 *  (1 )  =  aux_y 2 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  z" 3 *  (1 )  =  aux_z 3 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  y~ l  *  (x )  =  aux.xly l  } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  x" l  *  (y )  =  aux.xly l  } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux_x3~ l  *  (1 )  =  -l*aux_y 2 +  l*aux_z 3 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux_y2~ l  *  (1 )  =  -l*aux_x 3 +  l*aux_z 3 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux_z3~ l  *  (-1 )  =  -l*aux_x 3 +  -l*aux_y 2 } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  obj" l  *  (1 )  =  2*aux_xly l  +  -l* z } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  aux.xly n *  (-2 )  =  -l*ob j  +  -l* z } ; 
DRFF IIARul e {  z" l  *  (1 )  =  -l*ob j  +  2*aux_xly l  } ; 
DRFF Optimiz e {  +ob j  } ; 
DRFF RoundRobi n {  0 ,  x ,  y ,  z ,  ob j  } ; 
SCHEDULERR ChangeSchedule r  {  schedul e = 

{{  1,2,9,4,0,2,10,5,0,1,11,6,3,12,13,7,8,3,14,1 5 } 

} ; ; 

Programm 3.1: Example of an OpenSolver configuration script 
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pairss of the other statements, the VARIABLE statement uses an extra identifier that 
iss interpreted as the variable's name. The AUX keyword is a variant of VARIABLE 
forr introducing auxiliary variables. These two statements are the only ones that 
addadd plug-in instances. 

Thee other statements replace plug-in instances, for which a default is readily 
available.. The SCHEDULER keyword is used for replacing the scheduler of reduction 
operators.. FRONTIER and INTERNAL replace the containers for storing sets of nodes 
off  the search tree, and EXPLORE and EXPAND replace the selectors operating on 
them.. The ANNOTATION statement specifies what information, by means of an 
annotationn plug-in, is attached to nodes of the search tree. The default is to 
usee no annotations. The statement for introducing a node evaluator is TDINFO, 
forr termination detection information. This reflects OpenSolver's origin 
ass a distributed system: establishing that distributed constraint propagation has 
finishedfinished is then a matter of distributed termination detection. Determining the 
naturee of a node of the search tree is naturally combined with detecting the 
terminationn of constraint propagation. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we discuss the different categories of con-
straintt solving plug-ins. 

3.2.11 Variabl e Domain Types 

Thiss category of plug-ins corresponds directly to the variable domain types dis-
cussedd in Section 2.2.4. Plug-ins exist for the four standard domain types B, 
Z,Z, X, and T that were introduced there, and as is the case for all categories of 
plug-ins,, new domain type plug-ins can be added to an OpenSolver installation. 
Thiss is described in Section 3.4. In Chapter 6 we discuss special-purpose domain 
typess that are introduced for solving one specific kind of combinatorial problems. 

Justt like in object-oriented programming an object is an instance of a class, 
inn OpenSolver a variable domain is an instance of a variable domain type. As we 
shalll  see in Section 3.4, the plug-ins, and hence the individual domain types are 
actuallyy classes, with a common base class for each category. For now it suffices 
too realize that being objects, the domains of variables have a state, on which 
aa number of operations are defined, and that these operations are implemented 
byy means of member functions (we use the C++ terminology, in other object-
orientedd languages member functions are called methods). 

Inn the OpenSolver input language, variables are introduced with the following 
statement. . 

VARIABLEE (Identifier) IS (Identifier) (Specifier) 

Thee first identifier gives the variable a name, and the second identifier designates 
thee plug-in that will be used to implement the domains that are associated with 
thee variable, during the solving process. The specifier is a character string that 
representss the initial domain. It will be used to create a domain for the variable 
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inn the root of the search tree. 
Specifierr strings are interpreted by a constructor for the class that implements 

aa plug-in. For a set T and a domain type T C V{T), such a constructor imple-
mentss a partial function ƒ : V(T) —  T having f(D) = T(D). For example, the 
plug-inn R e a l l n t e r v al implements the standard type T C "P(IR), the set of all 
floating-pointt intervals. For the specifier string we can use any interval where 
thee bounds have a finite decimal representation. This is the case for ^ , but no 
floating-pointt representation exists for yg, so 

VARIABLEE x l  I S Reallnterva l  {[-0.1 ,  0.1]} ; 

wil ll  create the smallest floating-point interval that properly contains [—^. JQ\. 
Forr variable domain types, the operations on the state include the following. 

 An operation to clone the domain. OpenSolver is a copying-based con-
straintt solver (see Section 4.2). and the clone operation implements the 
copyingg on the level of the variable domains. 

 An operation to split the domain into a number of subdomains. The mem-
berr function for this operation has an integer argument that can be used to 
specifyy a particular method for generating these subdomains, for example 
enumeration,, or bisection (see Figure 4.2 on page 70). The interpretation of 
thiss argument, and the value selection strategies that it encodes are specific 
too the variable domain types. Applying the split operation on the domain 
off  a single variable is the primary method of branching, but more complex 
branchingg strategies, typically involving more than a single variable, are 
alsoo supported. 

 A member function that gives an indication of the size of the domain. 
Thiss is a non-negative integer, where 0 means that the domain is empty, 
i.e.,, a failure has been deduced. The value 1 indicates that the domain is a 
singletonn set, and values greater than 1 are an indication that the domain 
cann be split into a number of subdomains. In principle, the domain sizes 
determinee the nature (solution, failure, or internal) of the nodes of the 
searchh tree, but as we shall see below, this can be overridden by a node 
evaluatorr plug-in. 

Insteadd of VARIABLE , the keyword AUX can be used to introduce a variable. The 
syntaxx is the same, and the only effect is that a flag is set. to mark the variable as 
auxiliary.. Node evaluator plug-ins use this information to implement the notion 
off  auxiliary variables introduced in Section 2.2.5. For auxiliary variables, all 
domainss except the empty set are final domains. They are not considered in 
distinguishingg solutions from internal nodes of the search tree. Therefore we do 
nott need to branch on auxiliarv variables. 
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3.2.22 Reduction Operators 

Plug-inss in the reduction operator category implement the domain reduction func-
tionss and domain branching functions of Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. A hybrid form 
iss used for optimization. In the OpenSolver configuration language, the statement 
forr introducing a reduction operator is 

DRFF {Identifier) {Specifier) 

Thee specifier string typically contains the list of variables that the operator applies 
to,, and some further specification of the operation that it performs on these 
variables.. For example, 

DRFF DDNEQ {  x l  -  x 2 < > 2  } ; 

enforcess the constraint xx — x2 ^ 2 on two discrete domain variables xi and x2. 

State e 

Reductionn operator instances have a state that holds at least an internal rep-
resentationn of the information extracted from the specifier string. Contrary to 
variablee domains, the state of a reduction operator is global. It applies to all 
nodess of the search tree. The only information about a reduction operator that 
iss stored per node, is a flag indicating whether the operator is active or not. Re-
ductionn operators can signal to the scheduler that controls their application that 
theyy have become redundant in a certain branch of the search tree. Schedulers 
(seee below) may use this information to avoid unnecessary application of such 
operators.. In principle, the design of OpenSolver also allows that new, redundant 
reductionn operators (and auxiliary variables) are added during the solving pro-
cess,, to be active in particular parts of the search tree only, but these facilities 
aree not currently exploited. 

Interface e 

Threee member functions constitute the basic interface of reduction operators and 
thee rest of the system: 

 a function that reports the names of the variables that the reduction op-
eratorr applies to; this information is typically extracted from the specifier 
stringg when the reduction operator is created, 

 the propagation function, which is called during the constraint propa-
gationn phase, and 

 the termination function, which is called upon termination of constraint 
propagation,, during the branching stage. 
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Bothh the propagation function and the termination function take as an argument 
ann array of pointers, whose type is the abstract base class for variable domain 
types.. Through these pointers, the functions can reduce the domains of the 
variables.. The OpenSolver framework takes care that the arrays of pointers cor-
respondd directly to the variable names reported by the first of the above three 
memberr functions. Also, like the domain reduction functions that they imple-
ment,, reduction operators have an input scheme and an output scheme: the set 
off  variables that trigger their application, and the set of variables that they can 
modify,, respectively. In Section 3.4 we see how these are implemented. 

Thee propagation function and the termination function must supply the solver 
withh information about variables that they change. The minimum requirement 
iss that they set a flag for every change, but a more elaborate protocol is possible. 
Forr example it could be useful to set different flags for modifying a bound or 
ann internal value of a domain. Per variable, a reduction operator can specify 
whatt modifications it is interested in. The reduction operators that modify a 
variablee and the reduction operators that depend on this variable must use the 
samee protocol for signaling such modifications. It is up to the scheduler that 
appliess the reduction operators to exploit this information, though. An example 
off  the use of this facility is discussed in Section 4.2. 

Interactio nn wit h Domain Types 

Inn Algorithm 2.1 domain reduction is realized by intersecting variable domains 
withh the outcome of the domain reduction functions. In OpenSolver this is not 
implementedd in such a clean way. All domain type plug-ins implement the inter-
section,, but sometimes it is more efficient to use a different modification of the 
domains.. A reduction operator can then perform modifications that are specific 
too the domain type that the operator is defined for. In other words, the operators 
makee assumptions about the types of the domains that they operate on. Such 
assumptionss are implemented by type casting (see also Section 3.4), as a result 
off  which, member functions for domain specific modifications become available. 

Ass an illustration, the DDNEQ operator of the above example operates on finite 
domainss variables, and will typecast the argument domains to objects of the 
classs that implements this domain type. If one of the argument domains has 
sizee 1, it can now retrieve the integer value that it contains. Instead of having 
too construct a domain for intersecting the other argument domain with, it will 
calll  a member function specific to the finite domains implementation that allows 
individuall  values to be removed. 

Thee Termination Function 

Normally,, the termination function is used for branching. The creation of sub-
problemss is implemented by this function creating subdomains for one or several 
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off  the variables. Subdoraains can be created in any way that suits the branch-
ingg strategy, but in most cases the plug-ins rely on the basic splitting methods 
providedd by the domain types. 

Thee termination and propagation functions can cooperate to implement opti-
mization.. If after termination of constraint propagation we have not deduced a 
failure,, while none of the variable domains can be split any further, the node of the 
searchh tree is considered to be a (possibly suboptimal) solution. The termination 
functionn can then record some information about this suboptimal solution, such 
ass a new bound for the outcome of an objective function. The objective function 
cann be evaluated by regular constraint propagation, and the propagation function 
cann then enforce this new bound as a dynamic constraint on the variable that 
holdss the outcome of the objective function. 

Classificationn of Reduction Operators 

Dependingg on the use of the propagation and termination functions, three kinds 
off  reduction operators1 are distinguished. 

 propagation operators, these are reduction operators that do not modify 
theirr state, and whose termination function does not create any subdomains. 
Propagationn operators are active only during constraint propagation, and 
throughh their propagation functions, they implement the DRFs of Defini-
tionn 2.3.1 on page 19. 

 branching operators, these are reduction operators that do not modify 
theirr state, and where the propagation function does not modify the variable 
domains.. Through their termination functions they implement the domain 
branchingg function of Definition 2.3.3 on page 23. Branching operators are 
activee only during the branching stage. 

 optimization operators, these are reduction operators where the termi-
nationn function creates no subdomains, but modifies the state, and where 
thee result computed by the propagation function depends on this state. 
Theyy are active in both the propagation stage and the branching stage of 
thee solving algorithm. 

3.2.33 Schedulers 

Thee application of the reduction operators is controlled by plug-ins in the sched-
ulerr category. In principle, there are two schedulers involved: one for the propa-
gationn stage, which applies the propagation functions of the reduction operators, 
andd one for the termination stage, which applies the termination functions. In 

lrThee keyword DRF is a misnomer because it refers specifically to propagation operators, while 
itt is also used to introduce branching operators and optimization operators. 
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practice,, there is no need for elaborate scheduling mechanisms in the termina-
tionn stage, and the latter scheduler is currently fixed to apply the termination 
functionss once, in sequence. 

Inn contrast, the scheduler for the propagation stage implements the constraint 
propagationn algorithm, and is of great influence on the efficiency of the solver. 
Thee statement for modifying the propagation scheduler is 

SCHEDULERR (Identifier) (Specifier) 

Contraryy to the VARIABL E and DRF statements, which always extend the solver 
configuration,, this statement replaces the current propagation scheduler. Cur-
rently,, it is not possible to use different schedulers in different nodes of the search 
tree.. In a distributed setting, however, each solver has its own scheduler, and de-
pendingg on the constraints assigned to a solver, it may make sense to use different 
plug-inss here. 

Schedulerss have a state per node of the search tree. This state can be used to 
storee the bookkeeping of reduction operators that still need to be applied, like the 
sett G of Algorithm 2.1. In this sense, schedulers are similar to variable domains, 
andd they also provide an operation for cloning the state of the scheduler. Cloning 
thee scheduler state is interesting when branching commences before constraint 
propagationn has reached a fixed point, and some operators are still scheduled for 
application. . 

Thee primary member function of a scheduler plug-in runs the constraint prop-
agationn algorithm. In addition, a scheduler provides to the framework member 
functionss for scheduling individual variables and reduction operators. These are 
calledd when reduction operators are introduced, and when changes to variables 
aree made outside the control of the scheduler, for example when creating new 
nodess of the search tree by splitting the domain of a variable. 

Thee scheduler has access to two data structures: one that contains the problem 
structuree (the PStruct) and one that contains information about the problem 
thatt is specific to a node of the search tree (the WPStruct, for world problem 
structure).. The PStruct gives access to the reduction operators, and contains the 
dependenciess between variables and reduction operators. The WPStruct is used 
mainlymainly to keep track of which reduction operators are still active: through this 
dataa structure OpenSolver allows a scheduler to deactivate a reduction operator. 
Iff  it signals after application that it will not be able to achieve further reduction, 
itt can be deactivated in the present branch of the search tree. A scheduler plug-in 
cann choose to use this facility or not. Reference counting, and copy-on-change are 
usedd to maintain this information. As a result, actually switching off reduction 
operatorss may involve a considerable memory overhead (bounded by the number 
off  reduction operators times the size of the search frontier) for storing new versions 
off  the bitmap of active operators. 

Algorithmm 2.1 computes a fixed point of the domain reduction functions in its 
inputt set F. In contrast, a scheduler plug-in need not run to completion. It may 
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Figuree 3.3: Three sets of nodes constitute the solver state 

stopp executing the constraint propagation algorithm at any point, but it needs 
too signal to the solver whether it wants to be reactivated later, to continue the 
computationn of the fixed point. If this is not the case, the solver wil l consider that 
thee propagation stage has finished. Otherwise it wil l activate the scheduler again 
beforee starting the branching stage. This can be useful even in a stand-alone 
constraintt solver: as in the model of Monfroy and Arbab [AMOO], multiple nodes 
off  the search tree can be subject to constraint propagation, and each of these 
nodess can be expanded by branching. If schedulers run to completion, constraint 
propagationn in these nodes is executed in sequence. Examples of CSPs exist 
wheree in some nodes of the search tree, constraint propagation takes much longer 
thann in others. For such problems, one node could block the progress of search 
inn the other nodes. By running a scheduler only for a fixed amount of time, and 
thenn passing control to other nodes before resuming the computation of the fixed 
point,, we can benefit from concurrency in the search without having to resort to 
distributedd processing. 

3.2.44 Containers 

Thee state of the OpenSolver search algorithm consists of three sets of nodes of 
thee search tree (Figure 3.3). Each of these sets is implemented by a container 
plug-in. . 

•• The search frontier, containing unexplored nodes that are pending con
straintt propagation. Both the original CSP, and the subproblems that are 
thee result of applying a branching operator enter the algorithm in this set. 

•• A set of nodes that are subject to constraint propagation. 

 A set of internal nodes where constraint propagation has terminated 
withoutt deducing a failure or a solution. In these nodes, the search tree can 
bee expanded by applying a branching operator. 

Inn what follows, the state of the solver usually refers to these three sets. 
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Beingg set implementations, containers have member functions for adding and 
removingg nodes of the search tree, and for iterating over their contents. Im
plementingg sets of nodes of the search tree in specific, containers can be aware 
off some properties of the nodes that they contain, and iterate over these nodes 
accordingly.. Such properties are implemented by annotations (discussed be
low).. We will see examples of actual container implementations in Sections 4.1.2 
andd 4.3. 

Thee containers for the sets of nodes that are pending propagation and branch
ingg can be modified. The syntax is, respectively, 

FRONTIERR {Identifier} (Specifier) 

INTERNALL (Identifier) (Specifier) 

Likee the SCHEDULER command, these commands replace the currently active plug-
inn instances. For the set of nodes that are subject to propagation, it is important 
thatt all nodes can be removed from the container efficiently, so here an imple
mentationn based on a linked list is used. There seems to be little use for other 
alternativess here, so this particular container is currently fixed, and cannot be 
changedd in the configuration language. 

3.2.55 Selectors 

Selectorss are used to identify the nodes that are transfered between the three sets 
off Figure 3.3. All nodes where constraint propagation has terminated are moved 
too the rightmost set automatically, so selectors are used only for transferring 
nodess from the search frontier, and for selecting the nodes that will be expanded 
byy branching. The respective commands are the following. 

EXPLOREE (Identifier) (Specifier) 

EXPANDD (Identifier) (Specifier) 

Thesee commands override the currently active selectors. 
Apartt from the plug-in machinery, selectors offer a single operation to the 

OpenSolverr framework. The member function for this operation takes as an argu
mentt an array of containers, and returns an array of elements of these containers. 
Soo in OpenSolver, the selectors can inspect the entire state, i.e., all three sets of 
nodess of the search tree of Figure 3.3. It is the responsibility of the programmer of 
thee plug-in, and of the application or person who writes the solver configuration 
too ensure that nodes are selected from the correct set. For example, if OpenSolver 
consultss the selector for identifying the nodes that must be expanded by branch
ing,, and a node from the search frontier is selected, a run-time error will occur 
oncee OpenSolver discovers that this node cannot be removed from the container 
off nodes that are pending branching. We see selectors at work in Section 4.3. 
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3.2.66 Node Evaluators 
Thee TDINFO command changes the OpenSolver node evaluator: 

TDINFOO {Identifier) {Specifier) 

Thee purpose of a node evaluator2 is to determine the nature of a node of 
thee search tree, solution, failure, or internal node, once constraint propagation 
hass finished. In a distributed setting, this information is collected when the 
coordination-layerr plug-ins of the cooperating solvers try to establish termination 
off distributed constraint propagation. For this reason the keyword refers to the 
informationn that is collected during termination detection. 

Theree is basically one way to establish that a node is a failure: at least one 
off the variable domains reports a size 0. Therefore the main purpose of a node 
evaluatorr is to distinguish between internal nodes and solution nodes, the 
latterr corresponding to subproblems that are in solved form. This implements 
thee test D\ € A\,..., Dn e An, for an ECSP of the form (2.2), as we discussed 
inn Section 2.2.5. To this end, node evaluator plug-ins provide a member function 
thatt takes as an argument the array of domains of a node. In Section 4.5 we 
usee a node evaluator to calculate solved forms of a limited precision, for variables 
whosee domains are floating-point intervals. 

Afterr establishing the nature of a node, the plug-in instance is cloned, and 
attachedd to the node itself, in order that the nature of the node is made known to 
thee branching operators. The termination functions of such operators can then 
verifyy properties that are hard to establish by means of constraint propagation, 
andd may decide to fail a node yet, after it was characterized as a solution by the 
branch-and-propagatee tree search. 

Inn addition to establishing the nature of a node of the search tree, node evalu
atorss may access the annotations, thus allowing extra information to be attached 
too a node before the branching stage commences. We will see how this facility is 
usedd in Section 4.3. 

3.2.77 Annotations 

Annotationss are used to decorate nodes of the search tree with additional infor
mation,, to be maintained and referenced by plug-ins in the other categories. The 
annotationn of a node is set by the following command. 

ANNOTATIONN {Identifier) {Specifier) 

Inn addition to the basic plug-in machinery, the base class for annotation imple
mentationss requires only that annotations can be cloned. Since annotations exist 

2ILO GG Solver also has a NodeEvaluator  class, which implements related, but different func
tionalityy [Per99]. 
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onlyy for the convenience of other plug-ins, OpenSolver makes no further assump
tionn about the functionality that they offer. This is entirely a matter of subtyping, 
andd type casting by the plug-ins that use the annotations. We see specific uses 
off annotations in Sections 4.1 and 4.3, and in Chapter 8. 

3.2.88 Put t ing it All Together 

Beforee we move on to the coordination-layer plug-in, it is good to take a step back 
andd discuss the relation and interaction between the plug-ins in the categories that 
wee just introduced. 

Generally,, branch-and-propagate constraint solving starts with constraint prop
agation.. This involves the domain type, reduction operator, and scheduler plug-
ins.. The domain type plug-ins provide representations for the domains of the 
variables,, and the reduction operators inspect and modify the domains to 
enforcee the constraints. Note that the concept of a constraint is absent in the 
system. . 

Beforee the start of the branch-and-propagate search, the system asks the re
ductionn operators for the names of the variables that they want to be applied to. 
Thesee names are compared to the variable names introduced by the VARIABL E 
andd AUX statements, and the relation between the variables and the reduction 
operatorss is laid down in the PSt ruc t . The actual application of the reduction 
operatorss is controlled by the scheduler plug-in. It is responsible for applying 
thee reduction operators to the right variables, as specified in the PStruct. The 
schedulerr plug-in applies only the propagation functions of the reduction opera
tors,, so during the constraint propagation stage, only two of the three kinds of 
reductionn operators, namely propagation operators and optimization operators 
aree active. 

Att some point, the scheduler plug-in will return control to the system, and 
notifyy that constraint propagation has finished. It now becomes important to 
realizee that we have been working in a particular node of the search tree. At the 
startt of the solving process, this is the root node. These nodes are data structures 
off the framework, but they may have been decorated with extra information in 
thee form of an annotation plug-in. 

Whenn constraint propagation finishes in a node of the search tree, the system 
appliess the node evaluator plug-in to this node. In any case, a node evalua-
torr has to determine (typically by inspecting the sizes of the variable domains) 
whetherr a node is a solution, failure, or internal node of the search tree, but it 
mayy gather further information about the node, which can then be stored in its 
annotation. . 

Nodess that have been characterized as failures (dead-end leaves in the search 
tree)) are least interesting from the perspective of the search process: these are 
basicallyy just discarded. Solutions are slightly more interesting, but before a 
nodee gets the solution treatment, which may actually mean the end of the solving 
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process,, all reduction operators are applied once more. This time, instead of the 
propagationn functions, the termination functions of the reduction operators are 
applied.. Termination functions are used for branching, but that concerns internal 
nodess of the search tree only. For solutions they can perform some last-minute 
tests,, and decide to characterize a node as a failure yet, but they can also record 
somee information about the solution, such as a new bound for a criterion variable 
inn the state of the reduction operator. 

Internall nodes of the search tree are the most important for the search process. 
Theyy are stored in the rightmost of the three sets of Figure 3.3. Exactly how 
theyy are stored, and in what order they can be retrieved again, is determined 
byy the container plug-ins that implement these sets. On several occasions, 
twoo selector plug-ins will examine the state of the solver (the three sets of 
Figuree 3.3). One of these plug-ins will make a (possibly empty) selection among 
thee internal nodes in the rightmost set. These nodes are subjected to branching, 
whichh entails that the termination functions of all reduction operators are applied 
inn sequence. Typically, most reduction operators are propagation operators, and 
havee inactive termination functions, and there is exactly one reduction operator 
thatt is a branching operator. This operator's termination function will create 
subdomainss for some (typically one) of the variables. The system will generate a 
neww node for each of these subdomains, cloning the domains of the other variables. 
Thee original internal node can now be discarded, and the new nodes are stored 
inn the set of nodes that await constraint propagation. 

Thee second selector plug-in selects nodes from this latter set. These nodes are 
movedd to the middle set of Figure 3.3, where they will be subjected to constraint 
propagation,, as we described at the beginning of this section. In case of an all-
solutionn search or an optimization problem, the constraint solving process ends 
whenn all three sets of nodes are empty. This completes our overview of the solving 
process,, and the roles of the different plug-ins therein. The solving process is 
underr tight control of the coordination layer plug-in, which we will discuss next. 

3.33 The Coordination Layer Plug-in 

Recalll that a major design goal was that OpenSolver can be used as a software 
componentt in several solver cooperation schemes. This is realized through the 
coordinationn layer plug-in. Every OpenSolver instance has exactly one plug-in 
inn this category installed. This plug-in controls the branch-and-propagate tree 
search,, and through it, the solver can exchange information with its environment. 
OpenSolverr is almost a full application, but it has to be complemented by a 
coordinationn layer plug-in to be able to function. Even when it is used as a 
stand-alonee constraint solver, this plug-in is responsible for aspects such as 

•• all I/O, in particular providing a solver configuration in the language of 
Figuree 3.2, and dispatching solutions, 
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•• whether we search for one or all solutions, or whether we just want to count 
them. . 

Thee coordination layer plug-in is similar to the constraint solving plug-ins 
inn the sense that it is activated using an identifier-specifier pair, but because 
itss presence is required for OpenSolver to function, this pair is part of the shell 
commandd used to run the OpenSolver, for example, 

opensolverr -c SeqFilelO 8queens.inp 

startss OpenSolver as a UNIX process, using the SeqFi le lO coordination layer 
plug-in.. This coordinates it as a stand-alone, sequential constraint solver that 
readss the configuration script from a file, whose name is read from the specifier 
string.. The - c option is followed by the identifier-specifier pair for the coordina
tionn layer plug-in. In the case of SeqFilelO the specifier string is a filename. If it 
shouldd include spaces (which is not the case for SeqFile lO), it has to be enclosed 
inn quotes. 

Thee interaction between OpenSolver and its coordination layer plug-in is via a 
commandd loop. After activating the plug-in, OpenSolver continually asks it what 
too do next. One of the first commands that are usually issued is the following. 

specifier .. This tells OpenSolver that a configuration specification is available. 
Afterr receiving this command, OpenSolver asks the coordination layer plug-
inn for a pointer to a location where this specifier is stored, in ASCII byte 
formatt in the language of Figure 3.2. After processing the specifier string, 
OpenSolverr notifies the coordination layer that the memory it occupies can 
bee deallocated. 

Inn total, the current version uses 20 commands that fall roughly in two cat
egories:: controlling the solving process, and interaction with the environment. 
Beloww we describe those commands that are essential for understanding the Open
Solverr architecture, and its use as a software component in the other chapters. 

3.3.11 Controlling the Solving Process 

Thee nodes of the search tree reside in a data structure called the world database, 
whichh is essentially an array of slots that can each hold a single node. When nodes 
aree deallocated they leave a vacant slot, which can be reused when a new node 
mustt be stored. If no vacant slot is available, new slots are created. The primary 
purposee of the world database is to provide a uniform node identification scheme 
whenn several OpenSolvers participate in a distributed constraint propagation al
gorithm.. In that case, the world database of each solver contains an array of slots 
forr each of the participating solvers. Every node has an owner: the solver that 
createdd it, and all solvers access the data structures for that node through the 
samee slot, in the array for the solver that owns it. Now7 a node can uniquely be 
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identifiedd by a tuple consisting of the number of the solver that owns it, and the 
indexx of the slot it occupies. 

Inn a distributed setting, the three sets of nodes of Figure 3.3 are distributed 
overr the cooperating solvers. All solvers maintain the three sets, but a single node 
cann appear only in the state of one solver, i.e., the global state is distributed 
overr the cooperating solvers. While only one solver marks a node as pending 
propagation,, pending splitting, or being subject to propagation, all solvers may 
havee data structures for the node, containing the local domains and information 
onn active reduction operators. 

Wee discuss the commands that control the solving process roughly in the order 
inn which they occur during a regular branch-and-propagate tree search. 

schedulee propagation. Receiving this command, OpenSolver activates the prop
agationn selector. This will identify a (possibly empty) subset of the set of 
nodess that are pending propagation. The nodes in this subset will be trans-
feredd to the set of nodes that are subject to constraint propagation. 

propagation.. For each node in the latter set, run the scheduler of DRFs to ap
plyy constraint propagation. When the scheduler finishes, it signals whether 
constraintt propagation has terminated, and a flag on the node is set accord
ingly. . 

Whenn a node is scheduled for propagation by the propagation selector, this is 
signaledd to the coordination layer. From that point on, the coordination layer will 
monitorr the progress of constraint propagation for the node, through the flag that 
wee just mentioned. This monitoring takes place for all nodes that the coordination 
layerr knows to be subject to constraint propagation, after each propagation 
command.. It may seem counterintuitive that this is the responsibility of the 
coordinationn layer, but this is necessary in case several OpenSolver instances 
participatee in a distributed constraint propagation algorithm, such as the one 
thatt is described in Chapter 9. In a distributed setting, the information on 
terminationn of constraint propagation is local: it applies only to the set of DRFs 
knownn to the solver that issued the propagation command, and the cooperating 
solverss have to combine this information in their coordination layers to obtain a 
globall view. 

Ass a part of a distributed termination detection algorithm, or in a stand-alone 
solverr after having been informed that constraint propagation has terminated, the 
coordinationn layer may inquire about the status of a node by creating a new node 
evaluator,, and asking the solver to apply it. 

evaluate.. Receiving this command, OpenSolver asks the coordination layer for 
aa pointer to a node evaluator, and applies it to the node of the search tree 
forr which the command is issued. 
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Thee next time OpenSolver asks the coordination layer for a command after eval-
uatee was issued, the coordination layer knows that the node evaluator it created 
hass been applied to the node of the search tree that it was interested in at that 
time.. The node evaluator now contains information on whether the node is a 
solution,, failure, or internal node, regarding the part of problem known to the 
presentt solver. In a distributed constraint propagation algorithm, this informa
tionn must now be combined with the view of the other participating solvers. In a 
standd alone solver, the global status of the node is known immediately, and can 
bee relayed to the solver with the following command. 

termination .. This command informs the solver that constraint propagation has 
terminatedd in a particular node of the search tree. In the case of distributed 
constraintt propagation, this information is global. A node evaluator is 
providedd by the coordination layer to indicate the status of the node. 

Forr solutions, the solver runs the scheduler of reduction operators for the 
terminationn stage. This allows the optimization operators to update their 
statee according to the current solution (for example, set a new bound). For 
failures,, the coordination layer is informed that it can start the deallocation 
processs for the node. Internal nodes are moved to the container of nodes 
thatt are pending branching. 

InIn a distributed setting, the cooperating solvers must negotiate which solver 
iss allowed to branch on an internal node. Only the coordination layer plug-in 
off the identified solver should issue the termination command for the node. 
Forr this purpose, a node evaluator can access information on whether a solver is 
configuredd to split a certain variable, so this decision can be made as a part of 
terminationn detection. For example, in a distributed fail-first policy, as a part of 
establishingg termination of constraint propagation, the cooperating solvers will 
likelyy be circulating a token (see Section 9.2.3). Before forwarding the token, 
thee solvers will issue evaluate commands. Through the node evaluator they can 
inquiree about the sizes of the variable domains, and thus search for the smallest 
domainn as a part of termination detection. Similarly, the node evaluator can 
determinee whether a solver is able to branch on this variable, so the token is 
annotatedd with the id of the variable with the smallest domain found so far, the 
sizee of this domain, and if the token has already visited a solver that is able to 
splitt the domain of the variable, the id of this solver. 

Thee following command initiates the actual branching. 

schedulee branching. This command activates the selector of nodes that are 
pendingg branching. This yields a subset of the nodes in the rightmost set of 
Figuree 3.3. In each of these nodes, the scheduler of termination functions is 
runn to actually generate subproblems. The nodes for these subproblems are 
addedd to the set of nodes that are pending propagation. The coordination 
layerr is informed that it can start the deallocation of the parent nodes. 
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Inn a stand-alone solver, the process of deallocating a node of the search tree 
simplyy consists of issuing the following command to the solver. 

forgett  world . This command tells the solver to deallocate the data structures 
forr a particular node of the search tree, and to free the slot it occupies in 
thee world database. Also any reference to it from within the containers that 
implementt the sets of Figure 3.3 is removed. 

Inn the distributed case, deallocating a node is less straightforward, though. 
Thee reason is that for processing nodes that descend from it, we may still need to 
clonee some of the domains. This is done the first time that a solver learns about a 
particularr node, as a part of constraint propagation, but this may well be after the 
solverr that created the node has initiated the deallocation of the parent. Therefore 
deallocatingg a node involves counting the number of descendants that have been 
created.. Only when this matches the total number of generated branches, the 
parentt node can be deallocated. This tally is kept in the solver, and can be 
verifiedd by the coordination layer. 

mor ee work ? After receiving this command the solver reports to the coordination 
layerr whether the sets of nodes that are pending branching and pending 
propagationn are empty or not. In the former case, the traversal of the 
searchh tree has finished. In the latter case, the coordination layer can make 
thee solver continue the search by issuing more schedule branching and 
schedulee propagat ion commands. 

Thee following command sequence coordinates a basic branch-and-propagate tree 
searchh by a stand-alone solver, where propagation runs in a single node, the 
schedulerr of DRFs runs to completion, and internal nodes are split immediately. 

specifier r 
schedulee propagat ion ^ 
propagat ion n 
evaluate e 
terminat io n n 
schedulee spl i t t in g 
forgett  worl d 
mor ee work ? 
qui t t 

repeatedd until the solver answers nega
tivee to the more work ? question, or 
thee coordination layer decides to break 
outt of the loop, for example if the solver 
respondss to the terminat io n command 
withh a notification that it has accepted 
aa solution. 

3.3.22 Interaction wit h the Environment 

Thee specifier  command, which we discussed at the beginning of this section, 
fallss in the category of commands for regulating the interaction of an OpenSolver 
instancee and its environment. The configuration specifications that it passes to 
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thee solver typically come from a file, or have been submitted by another program 
suchh as a calculator front-end. The coordination layer plug-in knows where to 
gett these specifications, which varies for different situations where OpenSolver is 
usedd as a component solver. 

InIn addition to the specifier  command, and some commands for generating 
textuall representations of solutions, and nodes of the search tree in general, the 
followingg commands are of importance for the way OpenSolver is used as a com
ponentt solver in the rest of this thesis. 

flush.. The solver supplies to the coordination layer plug-in a configuration for 
eachh of the nodes of the search tree stored in the sets of Figure 3.3. 

clearr  WDB. The solver empties the world database, i.e., it forgets what it was 
doing,, and enters the initial state. 

AA node is essentially defined by the domains of the variables, and the reduction 
operatorss that are active. Like all plug-ins, variables and reduction operators can 
generatee a textual representation of themselves, in the language of Figure 3.2, by 
whichh they can be re-created in another solver. This facility is used by the flush 
command.. The flush command is typically followed by clear  WDB. 

Whenn a new variable is introduced, OpenSolver will ask the coordination layer 
plug-inn if the variable is meant to be exported or not. In a distributed constraint 
propagationn algorithm, exported variables are those that appear in two or more 
solvers.. Changes to the domains of such variables must be communicated. This 
iss initiated by the following command. 

pendingg sends. The solver responds to this command with the identifiers of the 
variabless that have been marked for export, and whose domains have been 
modifiedd since the last pending sends command was issued. 

Thee following command takes care of the actual communication: 

export.. The solver supplies a pointer to the data structure that represents the 
domainn of a given variable, in a given node of the search tree. 

Thee pending sends and export commands could be combined for the pur
posee of distributed constraint propagation, but they have been left separated for 
thee use of exported variables in the operator for nested search, discussed in Chap
terr 7. After the solver has responded to an export command, the coordination 
layerr can actually send the modified domain to another solver. This message has 
too be tagged with the node of the search tree, to which the information applies. 
Becausee of the world database, this tag need only contain the two integers that 
uniquelyy identify a node during its lifetime. 

Thee default mechanism for communicating domain updates is the text-based 
representationn that is used for the flush command. This has the benefit of being 
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machinee independent. For example, we do not have to worry if integers are stored 
ass big-endians or little-endians. To avoid the overhead of string manipulation, 
aa coordination layer plug-in can make assumptions about the variable domain 
typee plug-ins that are used. For example, it can rely on the assumption that 
alll domains that it will ever export, will be able to write themselves to a binary 
representation.. This may of course give rise to problems in a heterogeneous 
computingg environment, but when the environment is homogeneous with respect 
to,, say, integer representation, the string manipulation can easily be avoided. We 
havee not experimented with this, but in a shared memory environment, it may 
evenn be feasible to use pointers as representations of the domains, through which 
theyy can then be accessed directly. 

Whenn receiving an incoming domain update, the coordination layer recon
structss the variable domain. Using the default mechanism, this involves inter
pretingg an identifier-specifier pair. The resulting domain is then passed to the 
solverr via the following command: 

update.. The solver computes the intersection of the domain of a variable in a 
particularr node of the search tree, and a domain supplied by the coordina
tionn layer. The solver assumes that the domains are instances of the same 
plug-in.. If the intersection is smaller than the original domain, the inter
sectionn is used as the new domain for the variable. The change is made 
knownn to the scheduler of reduction operators for the propagation phase, 
andd the variable is marked as changed for the purpose of the pending 
sendss command. 

Wee conclude the description of the coordination layer by clarifying its name. 

3.3.33 Coordination 

InIn computer science, coordination refers to the orchestration of the interaction 
amongg the various active entities involved in a software system [Arb98]. As Gel-
ernterr and Carriero observed, coordination is a ubiquitous aspect of computing: 
evenn the simplest programs interact with their users to exchange input and out
putt [GC92]. Furthermore, on the level of programming languages, the sequential 
executionn of program statements can be seen as a particular form of coordination 
off computing entities. 

Whilee coordination can be recognized in all software systems, it is of particular 
relevancee for concurrent systems, where several interdependent computations 
overlapp in time. Examples of such systems are 

•• parallel systems, where concurrency is introduced for reducing the turn
aroundd time of a computation by distributing the workload over several 
hardwaree processors, and 
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•• distributed systems, whose state is distributed over several computing 
entitiess that execute concurrently. 

CoordinationCoordination languages are languages for programming the interaction 
betweenn the active entities of concurrent systems. Such languages are based on a 
particularr coordination model, i.e.. a set of assumptions on how these entities 
interact.. Examples of coordination languages, models, and architectures are: 

•• Linda [CG89]. a coordination language based on a coordination model where 
processess communicate by injecting and consuming tuples from a shared 
tuplee space. 

•• The Manifold [Arb] language, which implements the Idealized Worker Ide
alizedd Manager model, and depends on channel-based communication be
tweenn processes (see also Chapter 9). 

•• The Discrete Time T O O L B U S [BK98], a coordination architecture for the 
integrationn of software components (tools). The integration is specified 
throughh a script that describes all possible interactions between the tools, 
andd the coordination model supports explicit specification of the timing 
behaviorr of systems. 

•• Reo [Arb02], a channel-based coordination model, wherein complex coordi
nators,, called connectors, are compositionally built out of simpler ones (see 
alsoo Chapter 8). 

Sometimess a distinction is made between endogenous and exogenous co
ordination.. The former means that coordination is realized through operations 
withinwithin  the entity that is being coordinated. The OpenSolver command loop, de
scribedd in Section 3.3.1, is an example of endogenous coordination. Conversely, 
exogenouss coordination is coordination from without: the constructions that 
regulatee the interaction are outside the interacting entities, and the computation 
codee is separated from the coordination code. In this classification, Linda is an 
endogenouss coordination language, and Manifold, T O O L B U S , and Reo are based 
onn exogenous coordination models. 

Althoughh the field originated in the area of parallel and distributed comput
ing,, coordination now also manifests itself as an approach to component-based 
softwaree engineering. From this point of view, a software component is an au
tonomouss system with well defined behavior that has its own thread of control. 
Systemss that are built from such components will be concurrent systems, and 
theirr composition requires a form of exogenous coordination. T O O L B U S and Reo 
aree designed specifically for component-based software engineering. 
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Coordinationn and the Coordination Layer 

Wee already pointed out that the OpenSoIver command loop can be seen as a 
formm of endogenous coordination, but the term "coordination layer" is primarily 
meantt to emphasize that this software layer makes OpenSoIver amenable for 
variouss forms of exogenous coordination. 

3.44 Implementation 

OpenSoIverr is an object-oriented application with an extendable class hierarchy. 
Definingg the basic structure of a branch-and-propagate constraint solver, Open-
Solverr can be categorized as an object-oriented framework [Deu83, JF88]. It 
employss the typical inverse control mechanism: in principle, OpenSoIver calls 
memberr functions on objects of the classes that configure it, not the other way 
around.. This mechanism is also known as the Hollywood principle: "Don't 
calll us, we'll call you." [DGS03] 

Thee classes that implement the problem-specific aspects of the solving process 
aree called "plug-ins" for two reasons: 

•• to avoid using the word component, emphasizing that OpenSoIver has not 
beenn implemented using any form of component-based software engineering, 
and d 

•• to emphasize that in addition to being an object-oriented framework, Open-
Solverr is also a stand-alone application that can be configured for different 
taskss and environments. 

Forr programming new plug-ins, OpenSoIver can further be categorized as a 
white-boxwhite-box framework: the programmer needs to understand the implementation 
off the framework in order to be able to program for it. For some categories of 
plug-ins,, this is limited to understanding the class interface, but especially for 
programmingg a coordination layer plug-in, it must be known how OpenSoIver 
reactss to the various commands that can be issued. 

Ass an example of an extendable class in OpenSoIver, Program 3.2 shows part 
off the definition of the abstract class for reduction operator plug-ins. 

•• Member functions Compute and Termination are the propagation function 
andd termination function, respectively. Their arguments parameter passes 
ann array of pointers, pointing to the domains of the variables that the 
reductionn operator applies to. 

•• Member functions Mask and Activate implement protocols for communi
catingg changes to variable domains, as discussed at the end of Section 3.2.2. 
Theyy also define an operator's input scheme. 
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 Member functions CanReduce and CanSpl i t characterize an operator as a 

propagationn operator, branching operator, or optimization operator, and 

definee its output scheme. 

•• The member function Idempotent is used to tell a scheduler plug-in that 

thee propagation function is idempotent. Recall that a function ƒ is called 

idempotentt if f{f{x)) = f(x), for all x in the domain of ƒ. If an idempotent 

DRFF modifies the domain of a variable in its input scheme, this DRF need 

nott be scheduled again. 

c l a s ss ReductionQperator : public OpenSolverPlugln 

{ { 
pub l ic : : 

stati cc  ReductionOperato r  *Factory ( 

CoordinationLaye rr  *coordinationLayer , 

cons tt  cha r  *type , 

cons tt  cha r  *spec) ; 

virtua ll  ""ReductionOperator (  ) ; 

virtua ll  cons t  std::vector<char* > &VariableNames (  )  cons t  =0 ; 

virtua ll  in t  Compute (  Domai n **arguments ,  unsigne d in t  *changes , 

boo ll  ^deactivat e ) ; 

virtua ll  in t  Termination (  TDInf o *tdInfo ,  Domai n **arguments , 

Annotatio nn *annotation ,  boo l  *deactivat e ) ; 

virtua ll  boo l  CanSplit (  in t  i  ) ;  / /  i==-l :  d o yo u wan t  t o b e calle d 

/ //  o n termination ? 

/ //  i>=0 :  ca n yo u spli t  argumen t  i ? 

virtua ll  boo l  CanReduce (  in t  i  ) ; / /  i==-l :  d o yo u wan t  t o b e calle d 

/ //  durin g propagation ? 

/ //  i>=0 :  ca n yo u reduc e argumen t  i ? 

virtua ll  unsigne d in t  Mask (  in t  i  ) ; 

/ //  mas k fo r  local_changes[i ] 

virtua ll  boo l  Activate (  in t  i ,  unsigne d in t  c  ) ; 

/ //  I f  Mask[i ]  doe s no t  match , 

/ //  d o yo u wan t  t o b e activate d i f 

/ //  variabl e i  ha s bee n modifie d 

/ //  suc h tha t  local.changes[i ]  = = c ? 

virtua ll  boo l  Idempotent( )  const ; 

} ; ; 

Progra mm 3.2 :  Par t  o f  th e definitio n o f  th e abstrac t  clas s fo r  reductio n operator s 

Whil ee a s a n open-ended ,  extendabl e system ,  OpenSolve r  i s a  white-bo x frame -
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work,, it aims at providing a black-box framework for composing branch-and-
propagatee constraint solvers. Plug-ins can be combined with minimal knowledge 
off the implementation of the system and the plug-ins. The intention is to establish 
aa set of atomic plug-ins, from which many different solvers can be composed. New 
plug-inss are added only when the desired functionality cannot be realized by com
positionn of the readily available facilities, or when this cannot be done efficiently. 
OpenSolverr is approached as a black-box framework through the configuration 
languagee of Figure 3.2. 

Plug-inn System 

Thee identifiers for Plug-ins that are available in an OpenSolver installation can 
bee used in the configuration language of Figure 3.2. This is realized by a static 
memberr function per plug-in category that contains a large conditional statement 
too couple the identifiers to the constructors of the classes that implement the plug-
ins.. This is the first member function in Program 3.2. For example, the code 
onn page 40 would pass the identifier Reallnterval and the specifier following it 
too this function. If a plug-in class for Reallnterval is available, an object of 
thiss class is created by calling the constructor for this class, passing the specifier 
stringg [-0. 1, 0.1] as an argument. 

Currently,, adding a plug-in to an OpenSolver installation involves modifying 
thee actual C++ code for the static member function, by adding a branch to the 
conditionall statement. For example, for Reallnterval, the following lines were 
added: : 

#includee "Reallnterval.h" 

elsee if ( !strcmp( type, "Reallnterval" ) ) 
ress = new ReallntervaK spec, &syntax_error ) ; 

Also,, the makefile must be modified in order that the new class is compiled 
andd linked, and the application must be rebuilt to take these modification into 
account.. All of these tasks can easily be automated, and a plug-in system based 
onn a source code distribution is straightforward. 

Ideallyy we would not have to relink, or modify code for adding plug-ins. This 
cann be realized by dynamic linking of the object code for plug-ins. A potential 
problemm here is that current C++ compilers do not adhere to a single standard 
forr encoding class member names (name mangling). There are ways around this 
problem,, for example we could provide a C interface. An interesting option 
iss to implement this interface by a general-purpose class in each of the plug-in 
categories,, whose only purpose is to take on board C code that has been compiled 
separately. . 
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Figuree 3.4: Category-dependencies, or assumptions, implemented by type casting. 
Arrowss are drawn from the class that makes the assumption to the class whose 
objectss are being cast 

Typ ee Cast ing 

Inn Section 3.2.2 we already mentioned that it is very common for a plug-in to 
makee assumptions about the plug-ins with which it works in conjunction. The 
OpenSolverr framework accesses all plug-in through the abstract classes for their 
categories.. From this point of view, every variable domain is an object of class 
Domain.. However, a reduction operator for finite domains will assume that the 
variablee domains to which it is applied are actually instances of a subclass of 
Domainn that provides specific operations, such as deleting integer values. Such 
assumptionss are implemented by type casting, and the interaction between 
reductionn operators and variable domains is just one of many situations where this 
happens.. Figure 3.4 gives an overview of all cases were plug-ins make assumptions 
aboutt other plug-ins. 

Itt is the responsibility of the user or, more likely, the software that generates 
aa solver configuration in the language of Figure 3.2, to ensure that the correct 
plug-inss are used. Violating an assumption leads to undefined behavior. It would 
bee easy to implement a type checking mechanism that gives a proper run-time 
errorr in case incompatible plug-ins are used. Because checking the types is a 
potentiallyy costly operation, we could limit this check to the root node of the 
searchh tree. 

Line ss of C o d e 

Too give an idea of the amount of code that is involved, OpenSolver itself, without 
anyy plug-ins consists of roughly 5,000 lines of C + + code. The plug-ins used for the 
experimentss in this thesis comprise some 17.500 lines, including a few hundreds 
off lines of lex and yacc specifications, and 3.500 lines of peripheral programs and 
scriptss were used. 
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3.4.11 Software Composition 

Itt is tempting, but wrong to characterize the composition of branch-and-propagate 
constraintt solvers, as supported by OpenSolver, as component-based software en
gineering.. This would suggest that we aim for reuse of the plug-ins, while instead, 
wee aim for reuse of the design of the solver. This is the case for object-oriented 
frameworkss in general. In the first place, most plug-ins are of an inherent simplic
ityy that would not make them valuable components. The challenge in designing 
aa configurable constraint solver is in the definition of the interfaces, rather than 
inn programming, for example, atomic arithmetic constraints. Secondly, instead of 
incorporatingg the more complex operators as third party components, OpenSolver 
promotess the composition of such operators from basic facilities, if possible. In 
thee next chapters we will see several examples of this. Apart from this, external 
codee can likely always be taken on board by wrapping it up as a plug-in. In 
thee case of an autonomous application, OpenSolver could communicate with this 
applicationn through a plug-in that acts as a proxy, although we have made no 
particularr provisions for this form of software composition. 

Inn contrast, OpenSolver itself forms a versatile software component. Through 
thee coordination layer plug-in it can be adapted to various computing environ
ments.. Because it is a stand-alone application instead of a library, it poses no 
restrictionss on the programming languages used in these environments. In addi
tion,, the configuration language allows for external manipulation both of solvers 
andd CSPs. We will see examples of the use of OpenSolver as a software component 
inn Chapters 7, 8, and 9. 

Wee are convinced that modules or classes are the right units of composition 
forr realizing a branch-and-propagate constraint solver. As we will argue in Chap
terr 9, using coordination languages here involves too much overhead. Modules 
implementingg abstract data types might allow for an easier implementation of 
aa plug-in system, because they avoid the problem with name mangling that we 
discussedd on page 59. They may also be a bit more efficient because some over
headd is involved with calling virtual functions. However, we used C++ classes 
becausee of the language support for defining interfaces. Although we did not per
formm experiments, we expect that with modern compilers, the overhead for calling 
virtuall functions is limited, and the implementation of a plug-in system based on 
dynamicc loading was not a priority in our experimental setup. However, for a 
commerciall system, C modules, with some rigorous scheme to enforce compliance 
withh interfaces for the different categories of components, may be preferable. 

3.4.22 Comparison with Other Systems 

Severall other object-oriented approaches to constraint programming exist. Most 
off them have extendable class hierarchies with inverse control, and can therefore 
bee classified as object-oriented frameworks as well. To put our work into context, 
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wee compare OpenSolver to the following systems. 

ILO GG Solver. A commercially available C++ library for constraint program
ming.. Some of its features are support for integer, floating-point, and set 
variables,, an extensive collection of built-in constraints, and support for 
bothh tree search and local search [IloOl]. The class hierarchies for con
straintss and search procedures can be extended. ILOG Solver is part of 
thee ILOG Optimization suite, in which it can cooperate with the CPLEX 
mathematicall programming engine. 

Koalogg Constraint Solver  (KCS). A commercially available JAVA library for 
constraintt solving on Boolean, integer and set domains, supporting tree 
searchh and local search [KoaA, KoaB]. The library can be extended with 
neww constraints, search strategies, and solvers. 

Elisa.. A C++ library that offers a framework for integrating solvers in applica
tionss [EH04]. The facilities offered by the 1.0.3 version of the system are 
focusedd on solving constraint on the reals through branch-and-propagate 
treee search, and include a large collection of consistency algorithms for such 
constraints.. In addition, the Elisa class hierarchy can be extended with 
respectt to many aspects of constraint solving, including domain types, con
straints,, reduction operators, and local search. Elisa is distributed under 
thee GNU Lesser General Public License. 

Disolver.. A C++ library that offers a constraint-based optimization engine, 
withh support for parallel and distributed (DisCSP) search [Ham05]. New 
constraints,, and tree search and local search procedures can be defined by 
users.. Disolver is reported to have been used for solving large industrial 
problems. . 

Figaro.. A C++ library for finite domains constraint solving [HMN99]. To our 
knowledge,, Figaro is the only system that is configurable with respect to 
statee restoration policy (see Section 4.2). 

EasyLocal++.. A C++ library that provides a framework for realizing local 
searchh algorithms [DGS03]. 

Localizer++.. A C++ library for local search [MVH01]. It is intended to make 
thee facilities that are usually found in modeling languages (such as Lo
calizerr [MVH00]) available inside a mainstream programming language, to 
facilitatee the integration in larger software projects. The library is extend
ablee with respect to constraints, invariants (a modeling tool), and search 
strategies. . 

Despitee the extendable class hierarchies. ILOG Solver. KCS. Disolver, and 
Localizer+++ are primarily object-oriented toolkits, meaning that some specific 
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functionalityy (in this case, constraint solving) is made available to the developers 
whoo use the toolkit. Instead of a constraint solving toolkit, OpenSolver is a 
configurablee branch-and-propagate tree search engine, implementing only the core 
algorithmss of such toolkits. As such, the aspects of constraint solving that are 
configurablee in OpenSolver are at a lower level than those that are configurable 
inn toolkits. For example, new constraints can be added to the toolkits, while the 
notionn of a constraint does not exist in OpenSolver: it only knows about reduction 
operators.. Also the toolkits typically provide high-level modeling facilities such 
ass arrays. In our case, these would be provided by a modeling environment that 
usess OpenSolver as its solving engine. 

Beingg a configurable branch-and-propagate tree search engine, OpenSolver 
givess control over aspects of constraint solving that have hard-wired solutions 
inn toolkits. Especially, toolkits typically fix the implementation of the domain 
typess and the constraint propagation algorithms. This makes a constraint solver 
thatt uses OpenSolver as its solving engine a much more flexible system. Because 
itt aims at black-box composition of constraint solvers through a configuration 
language,, altering some aspects of the solving engine of an OpenSolver-based 
systemm should only rarely involve C + + programming. Instead, such a system 
couldd offer a menu of available options, which the user can combine at will. In 
thiss respect, OpenSolver is quite similar to the Elisa library, which is also highly 
extendablee and configurable. To reflect that the system is a white-box framework 
thatt aims at black-box composition of solvers, the Elisa distribution contains both 
aa programmer's manual and a user's manual. 

Figaroo is configurable on one very low-level aspect of a constraint solving (tree 
search)) algorithm, namely the state restoration policy [CHN01]. In OpenSolver, 
thee state restoration policy is fixed (see Section 4.2), and in retrospect, this 
limitss its applicability for search tasks that rely on a specific, and different policy 
(seee Section 4.4). However, the state restoration policy is closely related to the 
variablee domain type implementation, and making both aspects configurable is 
nott straightforward, and the impact should carefully be assessed. 

Finally,, the approach of EasyLocal++ is also similar to ours, in the sense 
thatt it is a framework, aiming at reuse of the basic solving algorithm structures. 
Apartt from implementing a different solving algorithm (local search instead of 
treee search), EasyLocal++ is a white-box framework, where composition of a 
locall search solver always involves C + + programming. 

Whilee similarities exists with each of these systems, OpenSolver is unique in 
providingg a highly configurable and versatile solving engine, that is also an au
tonomouss application. Aiming for black-box composition has led to an inherently 
linguisticc approach, where every plug-in needs to be able to interpret and gener
atee textual specifiers. This gives possibilities for external manipulation of CSPs 
andd solver configurations that we have not found in any other system. An API 
wouldd be a valuable extension, and we already use a rudimentary form of such 
ann interface in Chapter 7, but this would not change the autonomous nature of 
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thee system. Building a system around OpenSolver is primarily a matter of ex-
ogenousogenous coordination. We will see examples, and discuss further possibilities 
off this approach in Chapters 8 and 9. 

3.55 Summary 

Inn this chapter we introduced OpenSolver, an open-ended constraint solver that 
iss based on branch-and-propagate search. We discussed it from two perspectives: 

Composingg constraint solvers. This is a matter of black-box composition, 
byy selecting a combination of plug-ins in seven categories that correspond directly 
orr indirectly to the aspects of branch-and-propagate search identified in the sum
maryy of the previous chapter. OpenSolver is an autonomous application. By 
meanss of a plug-in in a special, eighth, category for its coordination layer, it 
cann be adopted to different software environments. 

Implementation.. OpenSolver is an object-oriented framework: it provides 
onlyy basic mechanisms and data structures. The plug-ins, which are implemented 
ass subclasses of abstract classes of the framework, determine the functionality. 
Becausee the coordination layer plug-in has tight control over the solving process, 
thiss facilitates several forms of exogenous coordination, allowing that OpenSolver 
iss used as a software component for composing constraint solvers beyond a se
quentiall branch-and-propagate tree search. 

Iff we return to the concluding remarks at the end of the previous chapter, we 
noww have an implementation of the model of constraint solving described there, 
withh some additional features such as the coordination layer. Our next goal is 
too evaluate this implementation, from both the perspective of efficiency and the 
perspectivee of composing constraint solvers, on a number of standard and more 
advancedd constraint solving techniques. This is done in the following six chapters, 
wheree Chapter 7 is a turning point, because there we move from composing con
straintt solvers within the OpenSolver framework to composing constraint solvers 
fromm several OpenSolver instances. At that point, our attention shifts from the 
sevenn categories of constraint solving plug-ins to the coordination layer mecha
nism. . 


